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Abstract

Glutathione (GSH) is an important component of antioxidant defenses in airway surface liquid (ASL), a thin layer (10–30
mm) of liquid covering the epithelial cells lining the airways of the lung. Decreased levels of ASL GSH have been reported
in cystic fibrosis (CF), potentially contributing to the severe oxidative stress seen in this disease. To help investigate the role
of GSH in ASL, we developed a technique suitable for analysis of GSH and its oxidized form (GSSG) in microliter samples
using capillary sampling followed by capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) analysis with conductivity detection. CZE was
carried out in 100 mM CHES and 40 mM lithium hydroxide with 5 mM spermine at pH 9.1 under an applied electric field of

21
2416 V cm . To prevent any autooxidation of GSH during sample manipulations, the samples were treated with
N-ethylmaleimide (50 mM) to alkylate free thiol (–SH). Under these conditions, GSH and GSSG were cleanly separated

2 32 2without interference from common anions (e.g. Cl , PO , HCO , etc.) and the limit of detection for ASL analysis was4 3

11 mM for GSH and 8mM for GSSG (S /N53). GSH and GSSG were also measured in rat plasma. Baseline values of
8976210 mM (GSH) and 215661 mM (GSSG) were obtained for rat ASL (n58), whereas 12.462.7 mM (GSH) and
14.866.7 mM (GSSG) were obtained for rat plasma (n55).
   2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction the extracellular level of GSH, such as in plasma, is
in the micromolar (mM) range [1]. Usually, most of

Glutathione (g-L-glutamyl–L-cysteinyl–glycine, the intracellular GSH is in the reduced form
GSH) is the major free thiol present in virtually all (.95%). However, the levels of oxidized (GSSG)
animal cells. Its thiol group is a potent reducing and reduced GSH can change significantly upon
agent (20.2 V) and hence, an important component oxidative stress, and their evaluation provides useful
of antioxidant defense in the cells. GSH occurs information about the redox status of cells and
predominantly intracellularly at concentrations that tissues [2–4].
range from about 0.5 to about 10 mM. In contrast, In lung airway surface liquid (ASL), GSH is

thought to play a major role in antioxidant defense.
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status. An imbalance between the amounts of reac- ways. ASL is then collected by capillary action.
tive oxygen species (ROS) and antioxidant defenses Although, this results in the harvesting of only 100–
is characteristic of lung diseases. Decreased levels of 300 nl of ASL, we have successfully used capillary
GSH has been proposed as contributing to the electrophoresis (CE) to analyze salt, protein and NO
pathogenesis of lung disease in cystic fibrosis (CF) metabolites such as nitrite and nitrate [26–30]. In the
[5–8], the most common fatal genetic disease in present study, we investigate the possible use of
North America. In the lung, CF leads to a chronic capillary sampling or tracheal lavage coupled with
inflammatory disorder characterized by the accumu- CE with conductivity detection as a method to
lation of alveolar macrophages and neutrophils in the analyze GSH and GSSG in submicroliter quantity of
lower respiratory tract with destruction and remodel- ASL with minimum dilution.
ing of airways. GSH deficiency in ASL has also been
associated with other pulmonary diseases such as
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [9], 2 . Experimental
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [10],
and infant respiratory distress syndrome (IRDS) 2 .1. Chemicals
[11]. Furthermore, GSH deficiency has also been
reported in the lungs of HIV-positive patients Glutathione (reduced, GSH and oxidized, GSSG),
[12,13]. There is also a direct relationship with the CHES [2-(N-cyclohexylamino)ethanesulfonic acid],
aging process and reduction in GSH levels in lithium hydroxide, spermine [N,N9-bis(3-aminopro-
intracellular fluid suggesting a role for oxidant stress pyl)-1,4-butanediamine],N-ethylmaleimide (NEM)
in aging [14,15]. Hence, the measurement of GSH in and 63-UV BUN reagent were obtained from Sigma
intracellular and/or extracellular fluids is important (St. Louis, MO, USA). Perchloric acid (60%) and
to the understanding of various biological functions sodium hydroxide from BDH (Toronto, Canada).
in cells and tissues. Several methods have beenBuffer solution, consists of 100 mM CHES [2-(N-
described for the quantitation of reduced (GSH) and cyclohexylamino) ethanesulfonic acid], 40 mM
oxidized (GSSG) forms of glutathione from different lithium hydroxide and 5 mM spermine at pH 9.1,
biological sources [16–25]. Most of the spectro- was prepared from distilled and deionised water
scopic methods require relatively large sample vol- (Milli-Q50 unit, Millipore, Montreal, Canada) and
umes (ml), an impediment to analyzing ASL (avail- was used for the analysis. All chemicals used were
able only in nanoliters quantity) or other biological of analytical grade.
fluids present in only small volumes.

Bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) techniques that
2 .2. Animalsinvolve instillation into the lung airways of saline

solutions that are then recovered by aspiration was
Sprague–Dawley rats (6–8 weeks male,|250 g)used for ASL sampling. BAL is then analyzed for

were purchased from a commercial source (Charlesglutathione, but this reflects GSH/GSSG production
River, St. Constant, Canada) and housed in a conven-in both airways and the lung tissues [19,22]. It would
tional animal care facility at the Meakins-Christiebe useful to have an index of GSH/GSSG level in
Laboratories. Protocols were approved by the localthe airway epithelium to better assess the oxidant
(McGill University, Montreal, Canada) animal ethicsstress in the airways. However, relatively little is
committee.known about the composition of ASL due to its

limited quantity (ASL is present as a coating of
10–30 mm thickness overlying the airway epi- 2 .3. Instrumentation
thelium) and difficulties in collecting samples from
such an inaccessible area without disturbing the Glutathione was analyzed using a Crystal CE 1000
underlying epithelium. We have previously described system with a Concap capillary (60 cm3365 mm
a technique for harvesting ASL that involves the O.D.350 mm I.D.) and Contip conductivity detector
introduction of polyethylene capillary into the air- from ATI Unicam (Boston, MA, USA). At the
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beginning of the analysis, capillaries were washed 2 .5. Sampling rat airway surface liquid
with 0.5 M sodium hydroxide for 30 min, deionized
water for 10 min, and background electrolyte (BGE) ASL samples were collected from Sprague–Daw-
for 30 min. Between runs the capillary was washed ley rats by the method described in earlier publi-
with 0.5 M sodium hydroxide (2 min), followed by cations [26–30]. Briefly, the rats were sedated with
deionised water (2 min) and then, with BGE (5 min). xylazine (0.08 ml /100 g body mass, i.p.) and then
Samples were introduced into the capillary by apply- anaesthetized with pentobarbital (0.053 ml /100 g
ing a pressure at 25 mbar for 0.2 min (|6 nl) at the body mass, i.p.). An intubation tube (6 cm31.67 mm
inlet end. A special glass vial insert (ATI Unicam) I.D.3242 mm O.D.; Becton-Dickinson, Sparks, MD,
was used at the inlet to allow sampling from|15 ml USA) was inserted into the trachea and the animal

21liquid volume. A high voltage (2416 V cm ) was placed supine. Then, a polyethylene sampling capil-
applied across the capillary and a conductivity lary (10 cm3280 mm I.D.3610 mm O.D.; Becton-
detector was used to analyze the migrating charged Dickinson) was passed through the intubation tubing
species. Data were collected with an integrator and left in contact with epithelium near the main
(Model SP4600, Spectra-Physics, San Jose, CA, carina for a period of 3–5 min before being pulled
USA) and Spectra-PhysicsWINNER software was used out. The ASL samples obtained in this way were
for data storage and manipulation. For all analyses, typically around 100–300 nl in volume per collec-
the peak areas were normalized with migration time tion. Three to five collections (|1 ml) were pooled
to correct any variations in the peak area due to together and diluted to 15ml with 100mM perchloric
changes in the migration time. acid solution containing 50 mM NEM. The samples

were centrifuged at 14 000g for 10 min to remove
any insoluble particles and than analyzed by CE.

2 .4. Limits of detection, calibration range and Alternatively, ASL samples were also collected as
reproducibility tracheal lavage. Rats were anesthetized as described

above and then following a midline neck incision,
Standard solutions of GSH and GSSG were pre- the trachea was isolated and tied near the carina.

pared at a concentration of 10 mM in 100 mM After tracheotomy, 50ml of saline containing 50 mM
perchloric acid solution containing 50 mM NEM. To NEM and 100mM perchloric acid were instilled into
avoid any matrix effect of ASL, the standard solu- the trachea and recovered by aspiration. The ASL
tions of GSH and GSSG were diluted in ASL matrix tracheal lavage was centrifuged at 14 000g for 10
to prepare calibration curve and to study intra- and min to remove any insoluble particles and than
inter-day reproducibility of the analysis. Although analyzed by CE. GSH values in both sampling
ASL matrix is not well characterized, its composition methods were corrected for dilution by measuring

1 2 1is known to contain inorganic ions (Na , Cl , K , urea in these samples and compared with plasma
2HCO , etc.) [26,27,29,31], mucins (a heterogeneous urea.3

class of large glycoproteins) [31], glycosamio-
glycons, lysozyme, lactoferrin, serum proteins (al- 2 .6. Sampling rat plasma
bumin, transferrin and globulins) [28,31] and lipids
(alveolar surfactants) [31]. The limits of detection Blood was collected from the same rats used for
(LODs) for GSH and GSSG with pressure injection ASL sampling by cardiac puncture and collected into
(25 mbar for 0.2 min,|6 nl) and conductivity 10-ml sterile, heparinised containers (Vacutainer
detection were also examined in the ASL matrix. tube, Becton-Dickinson). The blood samples were
Since the peak areas are used for quantitation, the spun at 2000g for 6 min at 48C. Then, the plasma
linear relationship of peak areas with concentrations was removed and treated with NEM in perchloric
of GSH and GSSG around the LOD were also acid to a final concentration of 50 mM (100 mM
analyzed. The recoveries of added GSH and GSSG acid). The plasma samples were centrifuged again at
standards to ASL matrix were evaluated by analyz- 14 000g for 10 min to remove any insoluble
ing their aqueous standards. particles and analyzed immediately.
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2 .7. Urea measurements ates negative charges on the glutathione and in turn,
creates charge over mass differences between the

Since it is assumed that the urea concentration in reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) form of gluta-
vascular and ASL compartments are equivalent due thione. This leads to difference in their mobilities
to free diffusion of urea [32,33], the dilution factors and hence, separation of these two glutathiones. The
for ASL sampling were calculated from the urea resolution in the separation can further be improved
content in diluted ASL sample in comparison to by modulating the electroosmotic flow (EOF) with
plasma. Urea concentrations in the samples were use of spermine [34].
determined with a commercially available reagent Under the conditions used (BGE: 100 mM CHES
(63-UV BUN reagent, Sigma). Briefly, 10ml of the and 40 mM LiOH with 5 mM spermine, pH 9.1.

21samples were mixed with 1000ml of 63-UV reagent E52416 V cm ), GSH eluted first at 11.0 min
and then the absorbance of these solutions were followed by GSSG at|12.0 min Fig. 1A. The extra
measured at 340 nm after 30 s at room temperature peak at|3.5 min appears to represent an impurity
(A1) and after 60 s at 378C (A2). The decreases in from glutathione samples. However, lack of com-
absorbance (A12A2) were used to calculate the urea plete baseline resolution between GSH and GSSG
concentration from a standard curve prepared from indicates that there may be a small percentage of the
known standard solutions of urea (0.5–16 mM).

3 . Results and discussion

3 .1. Selection of conductivity detection, electrolyte,
electroosmotic flow modifier and pH

CE with conductivity detection has been mostly
used to analyze inorganic ions and this is the first
time, to our knowledge, that it has been used for
analyzing a peptide such as glutathione. The physical
properties of glutathione present important advan-
tages for using conductivity detection. Since gluta-
thione is a tripeptide with a molecular mass (M ) ofr

307 (for GSH, monomer) or 612 (GSSG, dimer), it
should exhibit reasonable conductivity in its deproto-

2 2nated form [pK 2.35 (a-COO ), pK 8.0 (–S ) anda a
1pK 9.4 (a-NH3 )], which can be detected by usinga

a conductivity cell. In contrast, proteins (M .5000)r

have very low conductivities and hence, the interfer-
ences from various protein macromolcules can be
minimized while analyzing glutathione in biological
samples such as ASL and plasma. This is an
advantage compared to UV detection where we
encountered protein interference on analyzing ASL
samples for GSH. Selection of CHES with lithium

Fig. 1. Electropherograms for the separation of 500mM GSH andhydroxide buffer (pH 9.1) provides a low conducting
500 mM GSSG. (A) Aqueous standard solution of glutathiones,electrolyte and thereby, minimises any background
and (B) standard solution glutathiones in 100mM perchloric acid

noise in the electropherograms. This in turn helps to with 50 mM N-ethylmaleimide. BGE: 100 mM CHES and 40 mM
improve the LOD of glutathione with a reasonable lithium hydroxide with 5 mM spermine, pH 9.1. Applied voltage:

21signal-to-noise (S /N) ratio. Alkaline pH (9.1) gener- 2416 V cm (I5|31 mA).
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molecules that exists in equilibrium with GSH and 8.0mM (|6 nl sample injection), respectively, with
GSSG in solution due to autooxidation of the free the corresponding mass detection limits of 66 and 48
thiol group in GSH (Fig. 1A). To prevent this auto- fmol. This conductivity detection method is a few
oxidation, we pretreated GSH with 50 mM NEM to orders of magnitude more sensitive than the spectro-
alkylate the free thiol (–SH) group [21,35]. This has scopic method, but 1–2 orders of magnitude less
the additional advantage of reducing the negative sensitive than the other electrochemical detection
charge on GSH and its mobility compared to GSSG using a Au–Hg amalgam or quinone modified elec-
and hence, improving the baseline resolution be- trodes [23–25] for similar analysis. A calibration
tween them significantly. After NEM treatment, GSH curve was constructed using ASL samples spiked
took longer to elute (|18.0 min) due to alkylation of with authentic standards of GSH and GSSG in 100
the thiol (–SH) group, whereas GSSG elution was mM perchloric acid containing 50 mM NEM, over
unaffected (Fig. 1B). The higher resolution (|6 min) the range 11–841mM. With GSH and GSSG con-
obtained between GSH and GSSG by this method is centrations expressed inmM, the equations of typical
advantageous in quantitating higher concentrations standard curves are as given in Table 1. Based on the
(| mM) of GSH–GSSG without any overlap of their analysis of aqueous standards of GSH and GSSG,
peaks, which is highly desirable in analyzing in- the average recoveries of spiked GSH and GSSG
tracellular fluid samples where glutathione levels are standards in ASL matrix were 95.366.2% and
expected to be on the order of several mM [1]. GSH 93.661.8% (means6SD), respectively. Intra- and
and NEM are known to be more stable under acidic inter-day reproducibility measurements for ASL
conditions [21,35] and hence alkylation was done samples spiked with GSH and GSSG standards (500
using perchloric acid (100mM). We found perchloric mM) were carried out. The intra-day relative stan-
acid to be superior to sulfosalicylic acid, which is dard deviations (RSDs) (n57) for peak area were
generally used for glutathione extraction and stor- 8.7 and 9.5%, and inter-day RSDs (10 days,n510)
ages, as the perchlorate ion has faster mobility than were 10.8 and 11.2% for GSH and GSSG, respec-
GSH and GSSG and coelutes with chloride without tively. The intra-day RSDs for migration time were
interfering with the elution of GSH and GSSG. 1.3 and 1.5%, and for inter-day runs were 5.9 and
Under the experimental conditions (BGE: 100 mM 5.8% for GSH and GSSG, respectively.
CHES and 40 mM LiOH with 5 mM spermine, pH

219.1. E52416 V cm ) used for the CE analysis, 3 .3. Rat ASL and plasma GSH and GSSG analyses
there was no interference from excess NEM from the
samples and hence, there was no need to remove the Both reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) gluta-
unreacted reagent. thione were measured in ASL as well as in plasma.

GSSG and GSH in rat ASL as well as in plasma
3 .2. Limits of detection, calibration ranges and migrated approximately 12.0 and 19.5 min under

21reproducibility applied electric field of2416 V cm (Figs. 2A and
3), which were confirmed by spiking rat ASL with

In our analysis, the LODs (S /N53) for GSH and authentic standard GSH and GSSG (Fig. 2B). The
GSSG in the ASL matrix were found to be 11.0 and concentrations of GSH and GSSG were calculated

Table 1
Composition of GSH and GSSG determined in ASL and plasma from Sprague–Dawley rats

a b cAnalyte Standard curve ASL Plasma
(mM) (mM)

GSH y 5(387635)x 2(211865610) 8976210 12.462.7area [GSH]

GSSG y 5(1118646)x 1(2166621874) 215661 14.866.7area [GSSH]

a 2GSH and GSSG concentrations are expressed inmM, r 50.99–0.997 (n55).
b n58.
c n55.
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Fig. 3. Electropherograms for the analysis of GSH and GSSG in
rat plasma containing 100mM perchloric acid and 50 mM N-
ethylmaleimide. BGE: 100 mM CHES and 40 mM lithium
hydroxide with 5 mM spermine, pH 9.1. Applied voltage:2416 V

21cm (I5|31 mA).

cytes, macrophages and fibroblasts are present in the
lung [19]. Furthermore, the concentration ofg-
glutamyl transpeptidase, an enzyme that cleaves the
g-glutamyl bond of GSH during the uptake process
[1], is reported to be expressed at a much lower level
in the lung compared to the kidney, the major site of
glutathione removal from plasma, likely resulting in
a lower rate of glutathione metabolism in the airwaysFig. 2. Electropherograms for the analysis of GSH and GSSG in

(A) diluted rat ASL containing 100mM perchloric acid and [19]. However, there has been no previous measure-
50 mM N-ethylmaleimide and (B) the same sample after being ment of glutathione directly from ASL; other ap-
spiked with 108mM of standard GSH and GSSG in 100mM proaches such as BAL have generally been used to
perchloric acid with 50 mM N-ethylmaleimide. BGE: 100 mM

estimate their concentrations. Using the BAL tech-CHES and 40 mM lithium hydroxide with 5 mM spermine, pH
21 nique, Cantin et al. [19] determined the total gluta-9.1. Applied voltage:2416 V cm (I5|31 mA).

thione values for human lung airways as 429mM
and Velsor et al. [36] estimated values of 512mM of

from the standard curve. By analyzing the urea GSH and 106mM of GSSG for WT mice. Even
concentration of ASL sample and comparing with though there were some minor differences, the
plasma values, the dilution factors were calculated values are very much in agreement. The difference
for ASL and used to estimate the exact concentration may be due to the source of sampling and adaptation
of glutathione in ASL. The concentration of GSH of different techniques to analyze the samples. Our
was found to be 8976210mM in rat ASL (n58) and method of CE analysis involves direct sampling of
12.462.7 mM in plasma (n55), whereas the GSSG ASL, whereas other methods (using BAL) involve
concentration was found to be 215661 mM in rat sampling of airways and lung tissues.
ASL (n58) and 14.866.7 mM in plasma (n55) Although both GSH and GSSG occur in tissues,
(Table 1). The total glutathione determined in ASL GSH is by far the predominant form. In the intracel-
is |40 fold higher than that observed in plasma, a lular fluid, greater than 95% of total glutathione
value generally consistent with other measurements exists in the form of GSH. However, the levels of
[36–41]. A likely explanation for the higher amount oxidized (GSSG) and reduced GSH can change
of GSH in ASL compared to plasma is that several significantly upon oxidative stress [2–4]. Extracellu-
cell types known to export GSH including lympho- lar fluids such as ASL are particularly prone to
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